How Can I Achieve Chemical Logistics
Compliance Quickly & Effectively?
Global chemical supply chain logistics is complicated, but can be made easier with the right
tools and guidance from a 4PL. ChemLogix from CLX Logistics makes it easy to monitor and
act on rapidly changing import and export regulations to maintain compliance and avoid fines,
criminal charges, export privilege revocation, and the negative impact that non-compliance can
have on your company’s reputation.

ChemLogix Answers Your Most Pressing
Chemical Logistics Compliance Questions
How do I ensure my products
are properly classified?
ChemLogix automatically updates with the latest
US customs and international regulatory and security
compliance protocols, so that there’s never any question
about the legality of your transportation supply chain.

How do I minimize duty payments
and other customs costs?
ChemLogix uses the latest information to help you strategize
and optimize transportation routes around the globe to
reduce spend and ensure you’re not paying more than
your competitors.

How do I get a complete overview
of my route compliance?
ChemLogix provides powerful measuring and reporting tools
to ensure compliance among all your carriers and partners
at every step of the way. In the rare event that an exception
in your supply chain must be made, ChemLogix keeps you
organized with clear tracking and recording.

How do I know if my compliance
process is correct?
With ChemLogix, CLX Logistics can conduct a pre-audit of
your regulatory compliance process so that any issues of
non-compliance can be immediately addressed before any
further changes are implemented into your supply chain.

How do I stay up to date on the latest
import security requirements?
ChemLogix takes in a constant stream of data so there are
no surprises, and supply chain changes can be made well in
advance, avoiding unnecessary penalties, fees, and delays.

ChemLogix makes managing compliance among every mode of your
chemical logistics program easy. Save time, save money, and eliminate
unnecessary risk. Contact CLX Logistics today to get started.
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